VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
REQUEST EXECUTION OF NEW VILLAGE INITIATIVE
Summary: This form is used for departments, citizen committees and officials to propose new
significant initiatives such as service changes, programs, studies, capital items and other requests
to be considered for the annual vision planning and prioritization process. The goal of this form
is to help staff, residents and officials identify the resources, steps and time involved in executing
an initiative. It allows a formalized process for the Village to recognize proposed initiatives and
request the Village Board to consider an initiative before investing more resources. Complete
the following information and hand in to the Village Manager for the request to be considered.

Name: Bart Griepentrog

Date: May 6, 2020

Department / Committee: Planning & Development / Design Review Board
Initiative: Expand scope of residential review
Description and Goal: Include a short summary of the initiative and the goal/desired outcome.
Per 225-12E, the Design Review Board reviews improvements for new structures,
additions or exterior alterations that require a building permit. A few exceptions are also
listed. At times, this has been interpreted with flexibility, more often than not in the favor
of the home owner. At a minimum, this initiative would confirm the expected breadth of
the current review powers, but also consider the specific addition of other improvements,
such as siding, window replacement, front doors, changes in roof material, solar panels,
porches, etc. The goal is to provide staff, applicant and Board consistency in review
authority and procedures.

Time Sensitivity: Identify any time constraints or deadlines associated with the initiative.

There is no time sensitivity with this initiative.

Estimated Staff Time Needed to Execute: Include estimated hours and staff/persons involved.
The Planning & Development Director would work on this initiative with the Building
Inspectors and Administrative Assistant.
This initiative is anticipated to take approximately 60 hours, including meetings.

Estimated Costs: Materials, contractual services, equipment, etc. Indicate annual vs. one-time.
Staff time and publication expenses are the only costs expected with this initiative.
It would be undertaken as a one-time initiative.

Implementation Steps for Execution: Include approvals, collaboration with other groups, etc.

1. Staff would review current code authority and document any differentiations in
practice.
2. Staff would present the results of its review to the DRB for their understanding and
potential amendment. As part of the process, some flexibility could be written into the
procedure by offering certain types of project at the discretion of the Director of
Planning & Development based on established criteria.
3. Staff would continue to administer DRB reviews with the current understanding,
but document projects that would qualify or be exempt under the new proposal for a
period of up to 3 months, as a "research phase."
4. After the "research phase," staff would present the results back to the DRB for any
modification.
5. Staff, along with the DRB Chair, would then present the current implementation
procedure, proposed amendments and "research phase" findings to the Village Board
for their review and eventual consideration, via an ordinance amendment.
6. Education to the general public and contractors would be required to make any
new review/permit requirements known.
7. Staff would implement the changes, and continue to document any ambiguous
projects for future clarification.

